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For more than four decades, CTIC has been a driving force in advancing conservation agriculture. From our early projects 
promoting no-till practices to our current programs, which support farmers, conservationists, agribusiness professionals, 
academics, and policymakers in protecting soil health, water quality, and the environment.

We serve as a clearinghouse for conservation-related information. Our organization thrives in offering data on the adoption 
of conservation systems, practical insights for addressing real-world challenges, and an understanding of their broader 
impacts.
 
What sets CTIC apart is our ability to forge meaningful connections within the industry. We provide a bridge to valuable 
networks and relationships that can have a great impact on your organization’s conservation efforts.
 
We invite you to become a member of CTIC. By joining us, you become a part of a community dedicated to driving 
change. As a member, you’ll have access to resources, opportunities to collaborate, and the chance to make an impact on 
conservation agriculture.
 
CTIC stands out as the leading organization for those looking to explore, demonstrate, share, learn, and engage in 
discussions about conservation farming. Whether it’s technology or technique, policy or hands-on implementation, data 
analysis or farm tours, CTIC is at the center of conservation agriculture. Join us today and be a part of the movement!

YOUR MEMBERSHIP YOUR MEMBERSHIP 
IN CTIC SUPPORTS:IN CTIC SUPPORTS:

• Innovations in tracking the adoption of conservation on 
the ground...from farmer surveys to remote sensing. 

• Demonstrations of conservation systems 
• Education on everything from the latest insights to 

cutting-edge tools and models 
• Training for farmers, CCAs and retail agronomists, 

conservation agency staff, federal staffers and more 
• Ongoing dialogues with policymakers and agencies
• And much more! 

Visit:Visit:
www.ctic.org/membership

ARKANSAS, HERE WE COME! ARKANSAS, HERE WE COME! 
Last year you joined us in Frankenmuth, MI for the 
16th Annual Conservation in Action Tour, join us in 
2024 in Arkansas for the 17th annual tour!

Watch for more information as we share the who, 
what and how behind next year’s tour! From the 
diverse people, crops and technology – you’ll see 
what makes the state of Arkansas so great!

Keep an eye out for registration, sponsorship and 
agenda details!

CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION CENTER



LEVEL MEMBERSHIP DUES

COPPER $250

BRONZE $750

SILVER $1,500

GOLD $5,000

PLATINUM $10,000

DIAMOND $15,000

CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION CENTER

2023 members:
DIAMOND
• The Mosaic Company
• Nutrien
• Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC.

PLATINUM
• BASF

GOLD
• Bayer Crop Science
• Corteva Agriscience
• Ecosystem Services Market 

Consortium
• The Fertilizer Institute
• Indigo Agriculture

SILVER
• Agri Drain Corporation
• Agricultural Retailers Association
• AGI
• Certified Crop Advisor
• CropLife America
• Ducks Unlimited INC.
• Farm Credit Services of America
• Illinois Corn Growers Association
• Lessiter Media Conservation Ag 

Division
• National Corn Growers Association
• The Nature Conservancy
• Precision Risk Management

BRONZE
• The Truax Company
• NC State University

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS

FROM OUR MEMBERS:
“CTIC is a great place to exchange ideas and hear different perspectives. 
It truly is a melting pot. Oftentimes we get siloed or cubbyholes into 
our own way of thinking about issues, but a lot of the solutions are 
the same.”

 »  

Mark White | Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC

“CTIC is the leading conservation organization in the U.S., supporting 
farmer adoption of conservation practices. The Mosaic Company 
is a proud, long time supporter of CTIC and we encourage other 
organizations to join CTIC to further advance innovation, technology, 
and system-level approaches to improve stewardship of agricultural 
lands in the U.S.”

 »  

Adam Herges | The Mosaic Company


